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Several things to consider related to what's been occurring in the USA:
•
•
•

•

•

Did states change voting methods & procedures outside voting laws, changes not
approved by state legislatures? Ballots by mail might be an example.
Which court has so far allowed the presentation of election fraud evidence, separate from
voting procedure changes which have also NOT been addressed by any court?
Considering security used at, for example, nuclear power stations, military bases and The
White House —among many other secure locations around the world— why was
anybody allowed to reach walls, doors and windows of the US Capitol building? How
difficult is a protective zone? I remember seeing this at Buckingham Palace, as an
example.
No discussion about or presentations of vote fraud or procedure change evidence got to
see the light of day yesterday, or any day since early November. The invasion of the US
Capitol building effectively prevented that.
If the election was fair and proper, a review and audit will confirm it.

When saying "Banana Republic" I consider the 5 above.
===================================================================================

My question first question to The Committee yesterday was: How has this situation been
reached? Their description:
C:
We ask you to envision a tall, tall tree identified deep in the forest, to be cut down for its
wood. One hundred fifty feet (46m) and more than ten thick at its base (>3m) it has a beautiful
crown, is majestic and proportional and will provide much wood, useful and profitable because it
will all be similar to identical; from the same tree. Many smaller trees would be needed to equal
the quantity to be taken from this large, beautiful magnificent example. The appeal of profit from
the wood, to cutters and sellers who will live in other places and not be disturbed personally by
the disappearance of this old and magnificent specimen, outweigh consideration.
Now add this tree to a place where many humans also view it regularly, and appreciate it. The
wood seller considerations are the same; good profit and no effect to them. To make certain the
process is not disturbed or delayed, visitors are allowed to see the tree except its base. The
preparations, cutting and actual fall require in total an hour of work, as measurements are taken,
cuts are made, wedges inserted, more cuts made until the tree begins to groan, crack then crashes
to the ground. The movement of the fall might require in all, just ten seconds, but sufficient
movement of the upper parts beyond what winds might create, until its many tons of weight
smash into the ground, only five seconds.
If you are not permitted to see or view the lumberjacks around the base, you will not know what
is coming. Sixty minutes or three thousand six hundred seconds end with perhaps seconds of
intense action, about two tenths of one percent of the entire process. 99.8% of the work went
unnoticed or disregarded, yet this ninety nine plus percent was essential.

The people of Planet Earth and of this nation among many, the United States in America, has
been treated as tree tourists deep in the forest. This process began long ago, and its pace has
accelerated.
The top of the tree has wobbled, shaken and moved. The coming crash we have discussed many
a time, and the causes.
Consider the two months since the recent USA presidential election as the final two tenths of one
percent of the process to fell the tree. Ten months for one percent, one hundred months for ten
percent, one thousand months for all. More than eighty years, just before the start of the Second
World War."
Q:
C:

How has the process been hidden from view?
Distraction.

Q:
C:

Technology has helped supply distractions?
Immensely.

Q:
C:

Physical or mental distractions?
Both.

Q:
Why?
C:
Control, manifested as money, influence, purchasing power and general dominance over
many activities.
Q:
C:

Has not humanity always had this?
Yes, of course.

Q:
C:

What changed?
Railroads, airplanes, radio, medications, chemistry to mention a few basics.

Q:
Scientific developments up through the 1930s?
C:
Yes, and the First World War included. The wake of the conflict became irresistibly
seductive, when events before and during were examined.
Q:
C:

The Second World War was intentional?
You have heard of Adolph Hitler and the Third Reich of course?

Q:
Dumb question, but what I meant was…
C:
We understand. The wake of this conflict set the stage, for humans the world over and
most obviously in the nations the war involved, to begin the process now reaching a peak of
sorts.
Q:
What did the process involve?
C:
Many things, most obvious to the observer. The role of religious faith and practice has
declined intentionally. We are not supporting or discouraging the practice of any religion,
decision to avoid one or other effects. We are describing what has happened. Religion has
represented belief in a greater purpose for society than oneself. Belief in unseen connections

between humans, which matter immensely. This view took hold long ago and has held fast since,
because it is accurate.
Discouraging this view reduces the ideas of human connections, allowing other influences to
replace them. These require no explanation from us, any of you can see what religious beliefs
involve and what actions, behaviors and conditions run counter to them.
Q:
What else?
C:
Women were long denied the ability to vote democratically in a representative republic,
as they were first established then developed. This mistake was corrected but corrupted to teach
women that female interests require emphasis, that males were and are always potential
adversaries. This is completely incorrect, in fact and in deed, it is backwards. For the success of a
republic, where humans organize then choose leaders to operate the organization for efficiency,
what benefits males benefits females, and vice versa, both together. Certainly separate
considerations exist; women are not men. The best ways to address these differences cannot be
part of a central authority. The republic must remain outside social differences. Nearly all if not
the totality of you has observed how the opposite has occurred and even accelerated. Many laws
and rules have been adopted to punish males attacks and mistreatment of females, and these have
expanded to include punishment of males if a female does not like what the male says, in the
absence of threats or attacks.
Q:
I can see where this is going; drugs, divorce, promiscuity, abortion, pleasure, gadgets,
lewdness, obscenity, pedophilia….
C:
….always existed and shall continue. We ask your forgiveness for our interruption. What
has changed is, these things have been encouraged.
Another example we shall supply; the role of a housewife and mother, the most noble occupation
a female can have, has been downplayed in its importance. Since you all know a human will not
live forever, all of you also know that mankind disappears without babies. Just as you will
disappear without food and water. Have you not observed the constant emphasis to discourage
social eating and liquids? These have been carefully constructed around emotions of denial,
repression and abuse. On top of this have women been encouraged to believe employment is
necessary for proper realization of their potential.
Of the many mothers reading these words, we know you know how difficult motherhood and
employment can be. Rarely are these an ideal mix, yet we know exceptions exist. These are the
small minority yet socially it has become a taboo to say this. The natural strains and stress will
develop are not accidental or incidental. This is a carefully constructed plan, and the near
achievement of the ends it was designed to bring along, are here.
Q:
HCPs, New World Order, World Economic Forum, Mr. Global, Illuminati, etc.; are these
labels referring to the same thing?
C:
Yes.
Q:
How do the HCPs recruit their many agents, their subordinates? Such schemes require
many ground troops.
C:
Very simply, participants are lured by dangling lust and wealth, power and control.
Part 2 to follow…..

